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Abstrsct - In the present work the effcc¡ of small aerosol particles and the effect of the air cleaning dcvices on the behaviour
of the decay prodtrcts have been studied. The long term rneasuremçnts in a one-family house have shown that thè bchafliot¡r

- of the decay products is strongly dependent on both the conceritration of aerosci'þarticles (i.e. attachment ra:e) and the
ryentilation svsrem used, By recirculating fhe air through a mecbanical filtcr it was poosiblc to reach sucl¡ low panicle
concentrstions that the depèreition of &,ée decayçtþducFon the surfaces became impoñant. In this case low concentretþtb
of decay products in ai¡ were measurcd. When an elÞctrostatic precipitator was ueðd the concentration of small particles did

" not reach'such low values ssin the casc'öT a mechanical ñlter, This is obvior¡sly ðùc to the ñne particle formâtion which is
, caus¿d by corona discharge in the electros¡atic precipitator. Thç concentratidh of these particles was higfr enough tò
I srgnifieantly reduce the wall deposition effect. In this case thc concentration of the decay products was higher than it w¿¡ in

'thc case of a conventionâl rnechanical filter.

INTROÐUCTION

The relatively high concentfàtions of radon in
indoor ;air. especially in some one-family houses'
have ¡aieed the question of the possible health effectS
caused by the decay produç1s 2t8p6. 2r4Pb, 2148i and
2r4Po. The decay products can be capturtd by aerosôl
particles or they can be deposited @n the surfaces of
the room. Thi"s is why the behaviour of radon
daughtcrs is conrplicated comparèd to thè behaviour
of radon .itself. In contrast to radon, the decat
prodrrcts can be captured by air cleaning devices eô

well. In the present work the factors affecting the
conæntration of radon daughters have been stùdied
experimentally in a one-family house equipped utith
an air recirculation systetn.

TEST HOUSE

The measurements have been carried out in a room
of a relatively new one-family house. The house
consists of four rooms, kitchen and såuña, all On the

of the low ventiladon fâte' relatively high tadon
ooíoÊtrtrations lvere mea$ured (-800 Bq.m4).
During the day time thc ventilation rate wås highor
dr¡c to human activity (e.g. doors were opened

tenìpdtbfily) and therefore the radon concentration
dectbaseel to ncar ti're outdi)ôi level. The
mcâsufèlnents were carried out in three different
situations:

- recirculation off
- tecirc\rìation on, electiostatic precipitator off
- recircr¡lation on, elcctrostatic precipiiatof oo.

Most of tlrc measùtemeäts took place during
normâl use of the hbuse. The effect of thè
electróståtiê þrêcipitator rvas âlso studied in more
controlled conditions. In tl¡ese mcaluifements thc
house was empty and th¿ doors welê kept cloeed
during the measurement period-

METHODS

The concêntratlbn of radon and its dc.dàyþroducts
was measurod foÈ Scvèràl week$ using àn ionisatioa
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Figure 1. Expcrirntit¡l ce¡tdiiions in thê one-fa¡dily housc.
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Figure 2. The relationship between WL value and radon
concentration when the recirculation svstem was off. The

natural ventilarion rate was 0.1 air change per hour.
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Figure -1. The relationship between WL value and radon
concentration in the case of air recirculation (2.2 air changes

per hour) through the mechanical ñlter.

aerosol particles were measured with the aid of an
electrical aerosol monitor(4). The size dependencv of
the attachment probability of decay products to
aerosol particles is roughlv similar to the size
dependencv of the unipolar charging process. This is
why the current measured by the electrical aerosoi
monitor can be regarded as a measure of thc
attachment rate of the decay products to aerosol
particles. This approximation can be used in the
particle size range from 0.05 ¡.r.m to I ¡.r,m.

RESULTS

The results of the measurements of the
concentration of radon and the corresponding WL
value are shown in Fisures 2. 3 and 4. The Working
Level (WL) is expressed as the equilibrium
equivalent radon concentration. Figure 2 shows the
relationship between the WL value and radon
concentration when the recirculation was switched
off. The equilibrium factor. F. (: WL/radon
concentration) varies between 0.4 and 1.0 in this
case. The corresponding results in the case when the
recirculation system was switched on, are shown in
Figure 3. The equilibrium factor now varies in a
relatively wide range between approximately 0.15
and 0.5. When the electrostatic precipitator was
used, the equilibrium factor was near to the value of
0.4. It may also be noticed that the variations in the
eQuilibrium factor are now much smaller than was the
case with air recirculation through the mechanical
filter alone.

A possible explanation of the phenomena
described above is the behaviour of submicron
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Figure 3. The relationship berween WL value and rarlon
concentration in the case of air recirculation (2.2 air changes

per hour) through the elecrrostatic precipitator.

chamber(r'2) and a WL monitor. The WL value was
determined by measuring the alpha activitv of the
decay products collected on a membrane filter. In
most of the measurements the method used by
Nazaroff{3) was used to calculate the WL value. Air
was sampled every 3.5 hours for 10 minutes and the
alpha activity was measured for 30 minutes starting
50 minutes after the end of each sample period.

In some experiments the air was continuously
sampled and the alpha activity of the sample
monitored. Also in some of these experiments a
metal screen was used to collect only the unattached
decay products. During these measurements the!
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aerosol particles. When the low efñciency

mechanical filter is used alone the concentration can

vary over a relatively wide range. During periods
with no unusual particle formation inside, the
concentration reaches low values which leads to an

increase in the attachment of free decay products to
the surfaces of the room. In this case low values of the
equilibrium factor can be observed. The situation is
diherent when the electrostatic precipitator is used.

The corona discharge used in the electrostatic
precipitator seems to be one factor which can lead to
i¡e formation of small particles (condensation
nuclei)ts). However. it is interesting to note that the
particle concentration immediatell' after the
electrostatic precipitator is very low. This indicates
that the particles are gradually formed in the room
air. It is also possible that the particles are formed in
the electrostatic precipitator but the size of the
particles is extremely small. Consequently they are

not detected until the particle size has grown, e'9.
due to coagulation. Because of these small particles
the wall deposition of radon daughters does not seem
to be a significant factor.

In order to further study the effect of the
electrostatic precipitator, some measurements were
carried out in relativelv well controlled conditions
without indoor particle sources. In these experiments
the alpha activit-v was measured dunng the
continuous sampling. At the same time the aerosol'
particles were monitored with the aid of an electncal
aerosol monitor. The recirculation svstem was

operating continuousl,"- but the eiectrostatic
precipitator was automatically switched on/off every
twelve hours. Figure 5 (upper part) shows the
behaviour of small aerosol particles. Because there
were no indoor particle sources the concentration of
particles decreases slowly during the air recirculation
through the mechanical filter. Switching the
electrostatic precipitator on causes a rapid increase in
the reading of the aerosol monitor. After the
electrostatic precipitator is switched off the reading
starts to decrease again due to the mechanical
filtration.

The corresponding behaviour of the alpha activity
of the decay products collected on the frlter is shown
in Figure 5 (middle Part). As one can see the increase
in the attachment rate caused by the electrostatic
precipitator leads to an increase in the concentration
of thê decay products. The corresponding results for
the unattached products are shown in Figure 5 (lower
part). In these measurements a fine coPPer screen

was used instead of membrane filter. The wire
diameter of the screen was apProximately 0.004 cm,
the mesh number 120 per cm and the face velocity of
air approximately 10 cm.s-l. The purpose of this
meastrement was to demonstrate the variations in
the concentration of the free radon daughters.
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Figure 5. In the upper part the reading of an aerosol monitor
is shown. In the middle part the equiìibrium factor and

below it the normalised concentration of unatlached decay
products is shown during the same period.

Therefore only the relative values of alpha decay
frequency divided by the radon concentration are

shown. The results indicate that the relative
concentration of free decay products is remarkably
lower during the use of the electrostatic precipitator'

CONCLUSIONS

The experiments carried out in a one-family house
indicate that the equilibrium factor for radon
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daughters mechanical filter. This is probably due to the ultrafinedepending particles generated by the corona discharge in theventilation
lead not on electrostatic precipitator.

high equilibrium factors. The results also indicate
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